Angharad’s Studio
I mostly work in oils on canvas and linen but also experiment with acrylics, pastels and inks on a variety of media - but I have the
most fun printmaking. I think this is because printmaking allows me to mix up multiple methods and push the boundaries way
further than painting. Also you can come back to a plate and create a completely different work using different inking, paper and
collage techniques.
I built my studio after the last GFC – we used the remains of a nest egg and its been the best investment we ever made (in my
opinion anyway!). Storage was really important for me so I designed the studio to be elevated above the ground with storage
underneath. This had the added bonus of giving me a lovely outlook over my garden and towards the hills of Hall. I planned to
paint up to 1m canvases so the space just fits canvases that high, up to 1.8 metres long. In hindsight I should have gone another
20cm higher!
Before we built my studio I used the family room in the house. The smell of oils was ever present – very early on I stopped using
any solvents only linseed oil to wash up but still the smell of multiple wet paintings was pretty overwhelming! As our kids have
gradually moved out I have also taken over one of the small bedrooms to do small works of a non toxic nature – ink paintings,
lino carving, and my latest venture into 3 dimensional fabric painting! You would understand why I needed this space if you saw
the floor of my studio after a few days painting big oil paintings … plus I can work in there at night time or on really cold or hot or
smokey days – my climate change adaptation.
Since taking up printmaking I have had to add more storage areas for paper, cardboard mats and completed prints. Oh and a
press which I bought from an artist down near Tanja – it’s a repurposed clothes mangle. I also have a small portable press in the
laundry (an xcut xpress), where I do all my small prints including my hand made cards, and all my clean up. I use the laundry
rack to hang wet prints and my husband has conceded the laundry to me by building me a wall hanger for my rollers (brayers).
I have lots of easels because I like to work on multiple pieces at once – it helps me concentrate.
I keep all my art books in my studio (well hidden behind small works) and repurposed my home office cupboards for storage of
completed prints in mats, small framed works and other interesting things.
In fact almost everything in my studio has been repurposed from another use or bought second hand, or both! Except my paper.
That is very important to be pristine!! I think I may need some more plan drawers soon but need someone to invent a 4th
dimension folder for me to fit them in my studio. That or I may actually have to tidy up a bit.

My studio, with one of the storage areas underneath. It is right next to our house so I commute about 2 metres from home.

Blank canvases and some finished ones in storage under the studio

The interior: designed with large windows facing north and high windows facing south. This is kind of its natural state of entropy.
Sometimes its worse, rarely better.

On the left my art library with a few small art works stored wherever they fit. On the right a good solid table up on bricks I use for
inking large prints and for mounting completed prints. Underneath repurposed drawers for some of my storage. That blue thing
on the table is my new print frog! Birthday present – it’s a glass baren for handprinting without a press.

On the left, Penelope the Printing Press and on the right, part of the laundry-printing set up. The large pot is for eco-dyeing.

My paper and print storage area. Yes its usually that messy, and on the right a repurposed cupboard where I keep all my glues,
acrylic paints, inks etc in categories because its ordered chaos.

I collect nests that have fallen to the ground and other interesting things – I just find them really interesting, that’s all. The most
important part of my studio is the green lounge!!
Currently I am working in my inside studio, a Covid19 project that started with getting old fabric scraps out to make masks- but
that seemed such a waste so now I am making a sculpture mounted on an eco-dyed linen background.

